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This week we have completed the configuration management plan and reviewed a rival company's
design report.
Ilgın YARIMAĞAN
This week I worked on our Configuration Management plan. First we generally identified our
organizaton for configuration management. Then we dissussed the necessary tasks and
responsibilities for configuration of our project. After determining how to handle changes and
errors during the development process we also discussed how to arrange meetings and what will
these meetings involve. Then we prepared a report for the issues we decided together related
with Configuration Management.
I also configured CVS system on Eclipse. Finally I continued working on the file operations part
of our project.
M. Ergin SEYFE
This week, we read the design report of Starsoft. We evaluated it and filled the review form.
Meanwhile, I learned how to use CVS. We will use Eclipse for reaching our project account.
Moreover, I looked at the parts that I have done in demo. I found the problems that I need to
solve and studied more to solve these problems. I have no problem with Incremental Iterative
Simulation but I have now some problems with Timing Interval Simulation. I have been trying
to find how to implement that part.

Mehtap Ayfer PARLAK
After our weekly meeting on Thursday me and Ilgın prepared our Configuration Management
plan together. Then as every other group member I red the Design Report of StarSoft and send
my review report to Eren.
I spend my time for learning how to use CVS during the rest of the week. Finally I tried to
understand the Diglog format in order to implement Dglog import/export module.

Emin ÖZCAN
This week, we have a number of tasks. Firstly, i read Starsoft's design report and interpreted it.
Each member gave his own grade,and an average grade was yielded. In addition to these,i
investigated the Cvs tool of Eclipse and its usage.
Eren YILMAZ
This week, I worked on the Configuration Management Plan, with my teammates. Also, in
weekend, I read the Starsoft's Design Report and evaluated it. After finishing evaluating the
report on Sunday, I began working on Eclipse and CVS, and created the directory structure of
our project. After that, I started my own personal planning for coding.

